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Introduction
“The Old and New Testaments are the Great Code of Art,” proclaimed William Blake in 
one of the captions of his etching, Laocoon.1 In The Great Code: The Bible and
Literature, Northrop Frye replicated part of that proclamation and elaborated some of its
implied claims.2 If indeed the Bible can be said to encode a substantial portion of
Western culture’s imaginative, historical and legal heritage, then its first book, Genesis,
can be regarded as the Code for the Great Code, since so much of what appears in the
subsequent 65 books seems to grow out of it. Genesis’ title is amplified in the names of
some of its recurrent themes and images: generation, generations, genealogy, gender,
genitalia. The common root of all these words suggests yet another code: that which is
carried by genes.3 
Frye observed that Genesis’ “primary concern is expressed in the Biblical phrase "life
more abundant,” and J.P. Fokkelman showed coherence in the book’s motley mosaic of
stories with the discovery that its “overriding concern [is] life-survival-offspring-fertility-
continuity,”4 but neither critic associated these concerns with the evolutionary 
perspective they suggest. Until recently it’s been left to contemporary novelists versed in
biology and literature to explore some of the rich meanings that flow from the
convergence of Genesis and evolutionary principles, for instance Ruth Ozeki in All Over
Creation and Barbara Kingsolver in Prodigal Summer. 5 
Genesis rewards literary analysis because of its complex structure and plot, its
concentrated characterization, its vibrant language and its rich but submerged themes,
accompanied by what Robert Alter calls "the high fun of the act of literary 
communication… the lively inventiveness ...[which] repeatedly exceeds the needs of the
message, though it often also deepens and complicates the message.”6 Such analysis can 
be enriched by combining the relatively rigorous scientific methods of evolutionary 
psychology with some of the inventive and fanciful tactics of traditional Midrashic
interpretation to the task of making sense of the book.7 That combination seems
appropriate to a work which is itself a product of literary evolution--the outcome of a
thousand-year history of competition among oral traditions, written documents,
individual and group authors and editors assembled in the palimpsest of the received 
text.8 
Genesis prompts Darwinian analysis because it traces human history back to its
beginnings, where it locates the origin of what came later. It chronicles a period of
prehistory that figuratively parallels the one and a half million year Pleistocene period 
that Darwinists refer to as the Environment of Evolutionary Adaptation (EEA), the span 
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of time long enough to allow most human traits to evolve.9 
Darwinian interpretation explores the operation of the principle of evolution in literary
works, depicting what Jonathan Gottschall calls
the fascinating multiplicity of ways characters react to and manipulate their
environment (the setting and the other characters) to accomplish the prime
directive of all life: to live long enough to reproduce and, in species where
parental care is necessary (like ours), rear young to reproduce again.…” 10 
Genesis personifies that principle in its characterization of the Creator. Its God designs
both animal and human life during their common emergence on days five and six by 
pronouncing the two parts of evolution’s “prime directive”: “I have given you every seed 
bearing plant …for food…and to all which has the breath of life within it.” (1.29) “…be
fruitful and multiply and fill the earth…”(1.28)
Genesis’ God repeatedly affirms evolution’s positive outcome of reproductive success as
the reward of those whom He has chosen and trained--from Adam at the beginning of the
book to the sons of Israel at the end: “I will greatly bless you and will greatly multiply 
your seed, as the stars in the heavens and as the sand on the shore of the sea, and your
seed shall take hold of its enemies’gate.”(22:17)
Genesis’ word for “seed” --zera in the original Hebrew—has several meanings that
converge with those of “gene.”11 It signifies the originating kernels as well as the
foodstuff of fruit and grain--the source of sustenance for animals and humans. It signifies
semen, half of the material agency of reproduction. It signifies individual progenitors and 
progeny connected by inheritance--the generations of genetic relatives who extend 
personal existence beyond the bounds of individual mortality. It signifies lineage, the
mark of kinship drawing individuals together into a survival unit, a community, and 
eventually, a nation.12 
Joseph, the culminating hero of Genesis, epitomizes all of these meanings of “seed.” He
distributes seed during famine; he preserves enough grain to feed the world; he procreates
two sons, one of whom is named Ephraim, meaning “he has made me fruitful”; at his
death, he joins his father and mother in their tomb; and he paves the way for his wise
descendant Solomon “whose people, Judah and Israel, were as many as the sands of the
sea.”13 
Genesis establishes literary coherence among narrative units with genealogies that
catalogue the succession of seed through numerous generations, binding its many discrete
stories into the history of a single genetic strain. Later uses of the text call attention to the
importance of this genetic continuity. The first edition of the King James Bible begins
with thirty-four folio pages of genealogical charts tracing lineage from Adam to Christ,
while the succession of deaths and births of relatives is still recorded on pages inserted in 
family Bibles.
The operation of the principle of evolution is determined by the “algorithm” of Natural
Selection formulated by Darwin in Origin of Species:
2
 
       
          
          
         
      
        
           
          
        
 
        
           
      
           
        
       
              
          
       
 
          
          
         
            
           
  
        
        
         
        
           
             
   
 
         
       
         
           
           
Through the preservation of favoured individuals and races, during the constantly-
recurrent Struggle for Existence, we see the most powerful and ever-acting means
of selection. The struggle for existence inevitably follows from the high
geometrical ratio of increase which is common to all organic beings. …
These laws, taken in the largest sense, being Growth with Reproduction;
inheritance which is almost implied by reproduction; Variability from the indirect
and direct action of the external conditions of life, and from use and disuse; a
Ratio of Increase so high as to lead to a Struggle for Life, and as a consequence to 
Natural Selection, entailing Divergence of Character and the Extinction of less-
improved forms.14 
Genesis begins at “Growth with Reproduction; inheritance” and proceeds to the more
complex and turbulent aspects of natural selection: “the struggle for Life,” “Variability,”
“Extinction of less improved forms,” and consequent adaptation.
Natural selection arises from three conditions: 1) individuals compete for the resources to 
stay alive and procreate, 2) they compete for reproductive success through sexual
selection--finding mates and raising offspring that preserve and proliferate their genes,
and 3) over long periods of time, species adapt, that is, they change in ways that increase
their likelihood of survival and reproduction. Such adaptive changes are carried out
through improved design of the physical organism and through the adoption of adaptive
behaviors.
Adaptive behaviors are patterns of response to recurrent environmental challenges. The
brain circuits, or programs that enable adaptive behaviors, become “incorporated into a
species’ neural design.”15 Assemblages of such software circuits evolved as “cognitive
domains,” just as the eye and ear, for example, evolved as hardware. Their blueprints
were replicated and transmitted by genes in “the seed,” just as were the blueprints for
16organs.
Adaptive behaviors produced by natural selection include tool use, kinship selection,
status competition, territoriality, coalition building, reciprocity, indirect reciprocity and 
in-group/outgroup discrimination. These adaptations are observed in primates as well as
in remnants of hunter-gatherer societies. This essay argues that evolutionary
psychology’s account of the development of cognitive and behavioral adaptations offers a
key to decode many of Genesis’ particular incidents as well as its overall design.
The Primeval Narrative
Creation
Genesis’ opening account of creation (1.1-2.2) has a formalistic perfected structure. It
traces a progression from chaos to coherence, fluidity to stability, simplicity to 
complexity. Vegetable, animal and human life are defined by fertility and replication and
are ordered by genetic inheritance: “Let the earth grow grass, plants yielding seed of each 
kind and trees bearing fruit of each kind, that has its seed within it.”(1.11) All animals
3
 
        
         
        
           
 
           
        
             
              
         
            
              
                 
           
            
         
              
             
    
        
              
           
        
        
  
       
      
        
        
       
         
         
           
          
       
      
      
         
        
           
             
         
including people are sustained by vegetable life. To the first humans, simultaneously 
created male and female, God says, “I have given you…every tree that has fruit bearing 
seed, yours they will be for food.”(1.29) The execution of an apparently premeditated 
plan is judged by the Creator at every stage as “good” and celebrated at its completion as
“very good.”(1.31)
The alternate account of creation which follows introduces the instability, conflict and
mortality that natural selection adds to “Growth with Reproduction.” Here the first
human is a male molded out of soil before the appearance of vegetation and animal life.
God places him in a garden planted for his sustenance but this time adds a caveat. Rather
than being invited to eat from “every tree,” the human is warned about the difference
between fruit that is good and that which appears good but actually does harm: “from
every fruit of the garden you may surely eat, but from the tree of knowledge of good and 
evil, you shall not eat, for on the day you eat from it, you are doomed to die.”(2.16-17)
Whether or not the fruit is actually poisonous, the prohibition initiates the creature into 
learning what he must to survive: that some options are safe and others are dangerous.17 
This command specifies that humans are created with the ability to choose between 
alternatives that either promote or reduce their chances of survival. The totality of such 
individual choices underlies the operation of natural selection as well as the patterns of
behavior discovered by experimental studies. 
The command introduces a theme whose relevance to survival and adaptation will
become more evident once a larger population of human beings has emerged. It takes the
form of an implied contract of reciprocal benefits and costs that might read: “I’ve
provided you with the benefit of immortality and easy subsistence in a congenial
environment in return for your refraining from eating one fruit and challenging my 
authority.”
Reciprocity requires altruistic behavior from individuals—a sacrifice of short-term 
interests in exchange for long-term returns. Evolutionary psychologists regard such 
reciprocity based on the restraint of individual interests as an adaptation that evolved to
temper competition for resources and enable social cooperation. A multitude of
experiments have demonstrated that individuals choose altruistic behavior through cost-
benefit calculations. The continuation of altruistic behavior depends upon upholding the
assumption that one’s own sacrifice will be compensated by the sacrifice of others.18 
Failure to reciprocate is labeled as “defection,” “free-riding” or “cheating.”19 The more
individuals who cheat, the greater the cost to those who remain altruistic. If cheating 
can’t be controlled, altruism and reciprocity disappear and the community breaks down. 
Natural selection has evolved specialized “cheating detection” modules in the brain and 
social mechanisms of punishment to deter it.20 
In another telling contrast between accounts of creation, the first version’s depiction of
reproduction as identical in animals and humans is succeeded by the second version’s
delineation of gender and sex as problematic from the start. God revises his earlier
assessment of the creation on the sixth day, saying “It is not good for the human to be
alone.”(2.18) Here he proceeds by trial-and-error rather than by design, employing
4
 
            
               
   
             
               
           
            
      
  
         
         
       
          
               
        
           
           
          
          
     
         
         
          
       
      
         
          
      
       
      
             
          
           
        
         
         
            
              
       
surgery to craft a partner as the remedy for a deficiency in his original creature. After
pain, the solution will afford pleasure: “the two of them were naked, the man and the
woman and they were not ashamed.”(2.25)
Adam celebrates his new companion’s birth day: “…bone of my bones/ and flesh of my
flesh/This one shall be called woman/for from man was this one taken. Therefore does a
man leave his father and mother and cling to his wife and they become one flesh.”(2.23)
But his words foreshadow the first couple’s imminent departure from the parent and 
introduce the conflicts of sexual selection.
The Fall
The serpent, not yet associated with threat, encourages Eve to disobey the prohibition,
thereby violating reciprocity. As punishment, God imposes the real rigors of natural
selection: 1) individual life is bounded by mortality but carried forward through genetic
inheritance of offspring and 2) environmental resources fall short of the expanding 
requirements of offspring, leading to a struggle for existence and survival of the fittest.
Eve and her partner are condemned to eventual death and exiled from the easy fruit-
gathering regime of the garden to a setting where they will have to deal with life-
threatening animals, snakes in particular.21 There they will have to endure the rigors of
tilling the soil to produce the seeds and fruit that nourish them. Rough weather will
require clothing. Their love-life will be fraught with the tensions of domination and 
desire, and childbirth will be painful and risky.(3:16)22 
In their state of prelapsarian ignorance, they would be unfit to survive in this
environment. However, eating the forbidden fruit of “knowledge of good and evil” allows
for positive adaptations brought about by natural selection: the development of
intelligence and a moral code.23 The association between these adaptations and post-
lapsarian reproduction, with its demand for handling emotional challenges and parental
responsibility, is underscored by the Biblical word for sexual intercourse, “to know.”24 
The pains of human childbearing are partly attributable to the oversized head of the fetus
required to house the enlarged human brain.25 
Evolutionary psychologists postulate that adaptive cognitive development proceeds by 
the evolution of distinct “domain-specific” capacities--cognitive modules housed in 
different sections of brain tissue--just as different organs of the body evolved to carry out
distinct physical functions.26 One kind of knowledge—tool knowledge or an “object
mechanics system”--allows the first humans to adapt to demands of survival in a harsh 
environment with the inventions of clothing, shelter and agriculture.27 
The other kind of knowledge cultivated through adaptation is categorized as “social
intelligence” or “Machiavellian intelligence.”28 The serpent’s “cunning” consists of its
ability to imagine what is in the woman’s mind and thereby to convince her that it knows
what’s in God’s mind: “For God knows that on the day you eat of it your eyes will be
opened and you will become as Gods, knowing good and evil.”(3:5-6)29 
5
 
          
          
        
         
    
           
            
         
        
             
           
        
  
   
            
       
             
         
          
          
          
     
          
          
           
        
           
           
        
         
           
           
                 
          
       
  
              
             
             
             
This capacity depends upon a “mind reading system” or “Theory of Mind” cognitive
module evolved to anticipate the behavior of predators, prey, competitors and allies by
imagining their mental states.30 Such empathic ability also enables the deception of
others by facilitating the fabrication of false clues inducing mistaken inferences about the
deceiver’s mental state.
Eating the fruit and attaining the “knowledge of good and evil” leads Adam and Eve to 
try to deceive God—first by hiding when he calls them, and after being discovered, by
covering themselves with the excuse that they needed to hide their nakedness. God
detects the ruse and exposes it with accusations disguised as questions: “Who told you 
that you were naked? From the tree I commanded you not to eat have you eaten?”(3:11-
12) In doing so he employs yet another module co-evolved in a “cognitive arms race”
with the one for deception: the capacity for “detecting faked and insincere emotional
signals.”31 
Cain and Abel
The adaptations that meet the challenges of their hostile environment allow Adam and 
Eve to procreate and achieve the reproductive success catalogued with a long genealogy 
of descendants in a following chapter.(4:16-5:32) But the fact that their the first child
murders the second illustrates a primal “recurrent environmental challenge.” Natural
selection starts as a zero sum game, with “individual fitness” rewarding the strongest
competitor at the expense of others. Cain’s crime is driven by competition for limited 
resources, here the approval of the Deity. But natural selection has evolved an adaptation 
responding to this challenge called “kinship selection,” which mitigates intrafamilial
competition by selecting for “inclusive fitness.”32 More genes of each of two brothers of
the same parents are likely to survive in the next generation if they both live and 
reproduce than if only one survives. God tests Cain by showing favor to his sibling and
instructing him to restrain his jealousy in order to teach this, but Cain defiantly refuses:
“am I my brother’s keeper?”(4.10) Like Adam and Eve’s, Cain’s fitness-reducing choice
is punished with exile. The failure of the adaptation to work frustrates God, as becomes
evident in the next story. The ultimate resolution of sibling rivalry by kinship selection 
becomes the burden of the later narratives of Jacob and Joseph.
Another element of this story also recapitulates Adam and Eve’s defection. Cain is
provided the benefit of the power to resist temptation: “At the tent flap sin crouches/and 
for you is its longing/but you will rule over it.”(4:7) But he fails pay the cost of restraint.
He employs deception when luring Abel to his death and when trying to hide his crime.
God again foils deception with interrogative tactics that bring on self-disclosure.33 
Noah and the Flood
In the next story the specific crimes aren’t specified, but it is asserted that all people had
done evil in the Lord’s sight except for Noah and his family.(6:5-6) From the perspective
of evolutionary psychology, one can infer that this evil consists of failures of kinship 
selection as well as of wider applications of reciprocity that could allow for the existence
6
 
             
          
            
          
         
       
     
         
             
           
            
      
            
   
            
         
             
        
            
         
       
  
  
            
            
             
       
        
          
       
        
          
       
   
            
          
              
          
          
        
of communities. Though later regretted, the cataclysmic scale of the punishment here
follows upon the ineffectiveness of earlier efforts to deter defection and cheating. The
story teaches that even a small group that practices reciprocity when others defect will be
selected for survival and reproduction. In a narrative motif repeated throughout the Bible
to emphasize this lesson, spectacular penalties are accompanied by the salvation of a
chosen few, who witness the destruction of the many with terror, and with heightened joy
at their own deliverance.
Practical adaptation skills, both tool knowledge and social intelligence regarding animals,
also enhance the fitness of Noah’s family. To provide for the biodiversity in their trust,
they are counseled to hoard nutriment: “take you from every food that is eaten and store it
by you, to serve for you and for them as food”(6.21) and given precise instructions for
constructing a seaworthy lifeboat.34 And Noah exercises survival skills by taming beasts,
observing the behaviors of raven and dove, and from them learning the moment to
venture out.
This story emphasizes the principle of kin selection. Under the increased pressure of the
natural catastrophe, Noah’s family alone, along with their animal companions, restart the
process of reproduction at the expense of all other competitors. Once the crisis has
passed, however, kin selection breaks down into intra-familial competition. Ham, one out
of three brothers, appropriates some of his father’s reproductive powers by observing him
naked when he’s drunk and asleep. For that he is punished through his genetic
descendants, who are condemned to be enslaved by the descendants of his siblings.(9:21-
27)
Babel
The re-creation that stems from the survivors of the flood is tracked with a genealogy of
Noah’s descendants. “These are clans of the sons of Noah according to their lineage in
their nations. And from these the nations branched out after the Flood.”(10:32) Their
dispersal “out of Africa” follows a Darwinian pattern:
As each species tends by its geometrical ratio of reproduction to increase
inordinately in number; and as the modified descendants of each species will be
enabled to increase by so much the more as they become more diversified in 
habits and structure, so as to be enabled to seize on many and widely different
places in the economy of nature, there will be a constant tendency in natural
selection to preserve the most divergent offspring of any one species.35 
The Patriarchal Narrative
Chapter 11’s genealogy recording the descent of the founders of the dispersed nations of
the world marks a transition into the second large subdivision of Genesis. The narrative
structure here changes from a series of short discreet stories in which God is the only
character who persists from one incident to the next to a continuous intergenerational
saga chronicling the overlapping life histories of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. Rather than 
by God’s catastrophic interventions, the process of selection is accomplished by the
7
 
       
        
           
         
           
    
  
           
             
             
           
              
           
         
       
  
 
         
 
 
            
       
      
    
           
        
   
       
         
       
         
           
        
           
 
       
       
         
              
            
           
mechanisms of breeding, conditioning, and teaching through interactions among complex
human characters in human history. Rather than stories representing all of humanity, the
focus narrows to a single genetic strain. Emphasis falls upon adaptations that will
promote successful social living in the chosen group, enabling its members to become
founders of a nation that will achieve the reproductive success to out-compete rivals and 
establish future imperial dominance.
Survival
The biographies of Abraham and his grandson Jacob relate tales of testing for individual
fitness. God orders Abram to leave his home in a Babylonian city and take up the rigors
of a nomadic life in Canaan.(12) Abraham displays his strength as a fighter by defeating 
four local kings in battle before rescuing his brother Lot from captivity.(14) Jacob proves
his mettle in the desert by walking alone hundreds of miles to his uncle’s settlement in
Harran, camping out with only a rock for a pillow(28) and by prevailing in an all-night
wrestling match with an angel.(32) Their selection through these rites of passages is
signified by honorific changes of name: Abram to Abraham, Jacob to Israel.
Sexual selection 
The Patriarchal narrative places strong emphasis on the Darwinian theme of sexual
selection:
Amongst all animals there is a struggle between the males for the possession of
the females…The strongest and most vigorous men—those who can best defend 
and hunt for their families…would succeed in rearing a greater than average
number of offspring. 36 
Though individual characters are prominent, the unifying element of its stories is the
“seed” they receive and transmit, whose future proliferation is mentioned in this section 
no less than forty times.
Frequent graphic references to the organs of generation--circumcised penises,(17) dried 
up or moist vulvas,(18) menstruating vaginas,(31) baby’s arms reaching out of
wombs(25)—and to a lurid variety of sex acts—anal rape,(18) daughter/father incest,(19)
pimping a spouse,(12, 20, 26) the bed-trick(29)—contrast fruitless sexuality with the licit
mating that yields children of promise. The truest loves produce preferred siblings after
an extended trial period that includes matches with less favored wives or concubines
whose offspring, like Ishmael, or Abraham’s sons by Sarah’s successor, Keturah, are
disinherited.
The chosen seed is distinguished by extraordinary sex appeal that sometimes leads to 
trouble: the Pharaoh falls in love with Abraham’s 70 year-old wife,(12,20) and so does
King Abimelech,(26) who also cannot resist the allure of Isaac’s wife, Rebecca. Jacob 
weeps with the joy of love at first sight of Rachel,(29) but must work fourteen years for
her father to earn her hand, seven of them also married to her older sister, while the
women vie for his nightly presence in their beds.(30) His reproductive success yields
8
 
               
       
          
           
        
           
       
         
            
            
           
              
             
         
           
           
       
             
       
  
        
          
           
          
           
            
         
           
       
            
           
       
            
             
            
           
         
         
        
               
 
twelve surviving sons, each of whom will be the genetic source of one of the twelve
tribes of the future Israelite nation.
Jacob performs the kind of artificial selection that inspired Darwin’s theory of natural
selection by breeding goats, which, over generations, he chooses for the traits of dark and 
spotted coats.(30:35-43)37 His success in that endeavor generates enough wealth to free
him from indenture to his father in law.(30) Like the clever herdsman, Genesis’ God 
prefers inbreeding over endogamy, observing the priorities of kin selection over
numerousness of partners.38 The chosen seed springs from Sarah, Abraham’s half-sister,
and not from Hagar, her unrelated slave girl. Abraham requires that Isaac’s wife be found 
in the house of his brother in law.(25) Rebekah rejects Esau for marrying a Hittite woman 
and provides her favorite, Jacob, with the opportunity to find a spouse from among her
own family, whose members are overjoyed with the match of first cousins.(27, 29)
God distinguishes his preferred line of descent with a badge that comes as close as
possible to a genetic marker of adaptation: “You shall keep my commandment, you and 
your seed after you through their generations...You shall circumcise the flesh of your
foreskin, and it shall be the sign of the covenant between me and you.”(17:11) When the
Canaanite Schechem and his brothers and father agree to endure such circumcision in 
order to intermarry with the Israelites, Jacob’s sons butcher them all for dishonoring their
sister, Dinah, while they’re incapacitated from the surgery.(34)
Reciprocity: Abraham
Abraham’s selection by God as the vehicle of his chosen seed depends largely on his
character traits of altruism and reciprocity, as opposed to the self-seeking behaviors of
Adam and Eve and Cain and the contemporaries of Noah. When his and his brother Lot’s
men fight because “the land could not support their dwelling together,” Abraham says
“let there be no contention between you and me…for we are kinsmen,”(13) and gives his
brother first choice of territory, exemplifying the adaptation of kin selection. He shows
extraordinary care for strangers who turn out to be emissaries of God, demonstrating the
hospitality that serves as a universal example of faithful reciprocity.(18)
God cultivates those adaptive behaviors in Abraham with promises and rewards and 
strengthens them with the kind of tests failed by earlier candidates for selection. As
exchange for future progeny and wealth, He demands the fleshly sacrifice of the foreskin 
and the psychological sacrifices of extraordinary patience and unquestioning obedience.
Abraham is taught patience by having to defer gratification of the promise of offspring
with his wife Sarah until he is 90 years old. The challenge is intensified by her
impatience and the family discord that results from her insistence he mate with her slave-
girl Hagar. Abraham demonstrates the ultimate obedience during the cruel test that’s
posed by the demand to sacrifice his only son with Sarah.(22) Though such traits of
heroic patience and obedience are necessary in a subordinate, they are also required of
leaders, who must model the self-control, commitment, and personal sacrifice they 
demand from followers and who must persist in pursuit of their goals in the face of doubt
and reversal.39 
9
 
         
         
          
       
 
         
            
             
        
         
         
          
   
 
        
            
            
          
         
      
         
         
           
           
         
            
         
 
   
              
            
           
         
         
         
              
            
         
   
In some incidents, Abraham’s exceptional self-restraint and subordination is mixed with a
portion of the self-assertion also required of leaders. He protests to God about the
ejection of his unselected son, Ishmael(21:11-12) and he bargains with God to spare the
innocent when He condemns the city of Sodom.(18:21-33)
Isaac
By contrast, the drawbacks of unqualified obedience are shown in the biography of
Abraham’s son, Isaac. Isaac learns obedience as a child in the same incident that tested 
his father. But his obedience offered no occasion for choice; the loving father bound him
and took a knife to his throat without explanation, leaving the boy permanently 
traumatized, passive and ineffectual. He remains in an infantilized state his whole life,
ruled by others, even during the process of reproduction. His father selects his
mate,(24:3) her elaborate courtship is carried out by a servant,(24:9-63) and his choice of
an heir is circumvented by trickery.(27:6-48)
Jacob
Isaac’s offspring, Jacob, develops the optimum adaptive blend of self-seeking and 
altruism through painful experience, rather than by God’s instruction. Jacob’s life begins
in the womb as a competitive struggle for precedence with his elder twin, Esau.
Supported by his mother, he deceives his father and brother to gain dominance and 
control of the family patrimony. He uses technical intelligence in cooking and dressing 
and social intelligence to maintain coalitions and escape detection.(27:6-48)
Jacob’s excessive competitiveness is punished by a trial, which develops the self-restraint
required for reciprocity. To secure his preferred mate and earn his own fortune in 
livestock, he endures exile and the free-riding of his uncle Laban for fourteen years.(29-
30) After paying more than his dues, he achieves wary reconciliations with the uncle who 
cheated him(31:25-54) and the brother and father whom he cheated.(32-33) This success
qualifies his seed to found the future nation of Israel, which is given the Darwinian name
conferred upon him by the angel, “he has struggled with God and man and
prevailed.”(32:23-33)
The Joseph Narrative
The last third of Genesis takes up the story of Joseph and his brothers, the sons of Jacob,
the seed of Abraham. It reiterates the earlier stories’ themes of adaptation but presents
them in a more sophisticated structure and style. The whole section is comprised of a
single plot with multiple layers of action rather than sequentially linked episodes. The
characters are individualized and realistic, their words and deeds providing one another
and the reader with evidence of inner consciousness different from what they outwardly 
project. The most striking change is that the world of the story no longer includes
supernatural beings. God disappears as speaker and actor and is present only insofar as
he’s invoked by the narrator or by Joseph, who eventually seems to take upon himself
God’s directive role.
10
 
           
             
          
           
        
            
          
          
           
        
            
         
   
       
          
        
       
          
           
         
  
        
     
        
           
           
        
         
           
       
    
          
        
          
          
       
          
      
         
            
         
            
          
As the geographic background shifts from Canaan to Egypt, the setting changes from a
world of tents and herds to scenes of civilized life: domestic intrigues in the house of the
chamberlain, the dynamics of prison management, and politics in the court of the
Pharaoh, where Joseph controls the fates of the population of the empire and its
neighbors.40 The expanded setting also expands the arenas of natural selection from
family and tribe to the state. The adaptations of direct reciprocity, which make for the
inclusive fitness of kinship groups and small bands, here lead to the adaptations of
indirect reciprocity that group selection requires for the survival of a larger community.
Indirect reciprocity is a system of exchange of benefits that involves third parties and 
depends upon reputation. Natural selection favors the person who develops a reputation 
for altruism on the basis of previous acts performed for others, and it confers benefits
from fellow community members, like elevation of status, opportunities for partnership 
and material rewards.41 
Joseph advances in Egypt through indirect reciprocity by building his reputation for self-
restraint, obedience and loyalty, qualities that God cultivated in Abraham. Here they are
displayed for the young immigrant’s superiors--the chamberlain, the head jailer, and
Pharaoh--in Joseph’s resistance to Potiphar’s wife’s attempted seduction, in his
advancement from prisoner to jail steward, and in his crediting all his political successes
as the power behind the throne to the Pharaoh.(39-41) As in all hierarchical societies,
animal or human, establishing alliances through reciprocity with friends in high places is
essential to acquiring status.42 
Joseph’s trustworthiness is accompanied by adaptive traits of technical and social
intelligence, advanced beyond those that enabled Jacob to succeed in Haran by the
measure of increased complexity and sophistication of the Egyptian setting. These traits
are mobilized in administrative tasks, which motivate his superiors to let him do their
jobs to their credit. His ability to interpret dreams, which he prudently ascribes to God,
can be credited to talent for recognizing patterns and decoding symbols and to a canny 
assessment of the dreamer’s situation.(41) His successful economic policy of cornering 
the futures market in grain is attributable to observations of climate and productivity
trends and to awareness of the tendency to spend when times are good without providing 
for the lean years.
Joseph’s policy converts the population of Egypt from independent farmers to vassals of
the central government while providing sustenance to those who otherwise would 
starve.(47) His power to cultivate direct and indirect reciprocity strengthens the whole
society, creating community fitness in a time of famine that draws his long-estranged 
brothers all the way from Canaan to buy food.
Their encounter foregrounds a tale about kin selection and direct reciprocity that begins
with deadly sibling rivalry and ends with prosperous family reunification. The initial
disturbance arises from Joseph’s arrogance and his father’s preferential treatment, which 
induce fierce envy in his brothers, who sell him into slavery and report him as dead.(37)43 
The final success is facilitated by Joseph’s hiding his identity in order to test, punish and 
educate his brothers about their crimes and by their willingness to offer restitution, admit
their guilt and at last affirm their common genetic bond.(45:1-15)
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His interaction with them highlights the operation of social intelligence, the ability to 
deceive, decode nonverbal clues, and persuade. 44 These traits belong to a cognitive
domain that evolved through the “arms race” between cheaters and those engaged in their
detection.45 That race shaped earlier interactions between God and Adam and Eve and
Cain, Jacob and Esau and Jacob and Laban, but here it’s greatly amplified. Through
extended dramatic scenes between the brothers, the reader discovers discrepancies
between what characters say and what they think. While hiding their own feelings, they
try to penetrate one another’s.
The young naïve Joseph learned the way cheaters work by listening to the plotting of his
brothers while waiting for slave traders to pull him out of the pit and by being subjected 
to the false accusations of Potiphar’s wife. That experience equips him to employ crafty 
interrogation methods on his brothers, who come into his presence without recognizing 
him or knowing that he understands their language. Spying himself, he falsely accuses
them of spying and places them under arrest. He subjects them to techniques used by 
police and by psychologists who simulate the Prisoner’s Dilemma to study the dynamics
of competition, cooperation and punishment.(42)46 To his relief he discovers that they’ve
left his father and his younger brother Benjamin alive. He overhears their admission of
having sold him into slavery. Their horror at his insistence that they bring Benjamin as a
hostage reveals the guilt they feel for the suffering they caused Jacob many years ago by 
depriving him of a favorite son.
When the famine forces the brothers to return for more food with Benjamin, Joseph’s
false accusation of the youngest brother elicits Judah’s willingness to suffer punishment
for a crime he did not commit in order to spare both Benjamin and Jacob.(44:18-34) At
this moment of restored reciprocity,
Joseph could no longer hold himself in check before all who stood attendance
upon him, and he cried, “Clear out everyone around me!” And no man stood with 
him when Joseph made himself known to his brothers. And he wept aloud and the
Egyptians heard and the house of Pharaoh heard. And Joseph said to his brothers,
“I am Joseph. Is my father still alive?” And his brothers could not answer him for
they were dismayed before him.(45:1-4)
Shedding his disguise and standing alone, he bares his soul by exposing his deepest
feelings.47 But those who witness his tears, though sharing the same seed, have little
understanding of that inner self.
What follows is a joyous playing out of the reconciliation scenario that leads to
strengthening of the family’s inclusive fitness. Jacob is reunified with all his sons and 
their children in Egypt, Pharaoh honors and rewards them with the most productive land 
in the kingdom, and Joseph fathers two sons. The ability to offer and accept
reconciliation after conflict, restoring cooperation after bouts of murderous competition,
demonstrates one more tool of adaptation devised by natural selection.48 
Joseph ascribes this happy ending to the providence of God: "And now do not be pained 
and do not be incensed with yourselves that you sold me down here, because for
12
 
              
           
   
 
             
          
            
         
            
          
       
       
        
           
            
         
          
         
 
            
           
         
           
            
             
          
 
             
      
          
       
       
        
     
    
               
            
                
             
sustenance God has sent me before you to make you a remnant on earth and to preserve
life, for you to be a great surviving group,”(45:5-8) in a passage echoed by Darwin’s
celebration of natural selection:
Thus, from the war of nature, from famine and death, the most exalted object
which we are capable of conceiving, namely, the production of the higher
animals, directly follows. There is grandeur in this view of life, with its several
powers, having been originally breathed by the Creator into a few forms or into
one; and that, whilst this planet has gone cycling on according to the fixed law of
gravity, from so simple a beginning endless forms most beautiful and most
wonderful have been, and are being, evolved.49 
However, that reconciliation among brothers subsequently turns out to be fragile and 
provisional, contingent upon the circumstances of a changing environment:
And Joseph’s brothers saw that their father was dead, and they said, “If Joseph 
bears resentment against us, he will surely pay us back for all the evil we caused 
him.” And they charged Joseph saying, “Your father left a charge before his
death, saying ‘Thus shall you say to Joseph, We beseech you, forgive, pray the
crime and the offense of your brothers, for evil they have caused you….’(50:15-
17)
Despite the earlier tearful scenes of love and forgiveness, they fear that Joseph has only 
been waiting until their father’s death to exact his revenge. Their continuing distrust is
likely to result from their own continuing disguised defections. It may be that Joseph 
senses this new danger and counters it with his appeal to higher authority:
And Joseph said, “Fear not, for am I instead of God? While you meant evil
toward me, God meant it for good, so as to bring about at this very time keeping 
many people alive. And so fear not. I will sustain you and your little ones.”
(50:15-21)
As he himself plays the role of surrogate deity, Joseph’s attribution of his success to an 
unseen God activates another adaptation. Evolutionary psychology accounts for the
origin of supernatural beings as support for the indirect reciprocity required in 
communities too large to assure face-to-face punishment of cheaters.50 
…natural selection favoured [attributions of life events to supernatural agency]
because, in a cognitively sophisticated social environment, a fear of supernatural
punishment steered individuals away from costly social transgressions resulting 
from unrestrained, evolutionarily ancestral, selfish interest.51 
In his pious yet pragmatic references to a God whose existence is a product of the words
of humans, here at the end of Genesis Joseph suggests a possible interpretation of the
book’s beginning, where the existence of humans was a product of the words of God.
He also points forward to the book of Exodus that follows. There, God reemerges as the
13
 
        
            
   
 
 
                                                
    
 
  
 
                
                   
              
             
           
        
 
          
     
                      
           
         
                 
                
             
              
             
             
                 
          
        
     
   
 
        
 
           
            
              
            
           
                
          
                   
     
 
     
 
dominant character, and in collaboration with Moses, his surrogate-in-training, embarks
on the creation of a new religion and a new state, natural selection’s next evolutionary
project.52 
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